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Disclaimer
This disclaimer applies to Select Energy Services. Inc. (“Select Energy” or the “Company”) webinar
presentations (“Webinars”) and any discussions, documents, information or opinions obtained from or ancillary
to the Webinars. You are advised to read this disclaimer carefully before accessing, participating in, reading or
making any other use of Webinar content.
Select Energy makes no representations or warranties about the accuracy or suitability of information provided
in the Webinars and related materials (such as hand-outs, presentation documents and recordings). The
information contained in the Webinars and related materials is not intended to constitute advice of any kind or
the rendering of consulting or other professional services. Registering for a Webinar only constitutes an
agreement to attend, and does not constitute a contract for consultancy or advice. Registration does not
establish any contractual relationship with Select Energy.
The opinions expressed in a Webinar are those of the author(s) only, and may not necessarily represent the
views of the Company or of any other oil and gas association or body. To the extent permitted by law, Select
Energy and its agents and experts disclaim any and all liability for any loss, claim or damage, cost or expense,
including any indirect or consequential damages or lost profit, whether arising in negligence or otherwise,
suffered in connection with the access to, participation in, or use of the Webinar or any related materials by
you or any other person.
By acceding to this service, you acknowledge that the information and materials contained in the Webinar may
contain inaccuracies or errors. The content of the information provided in the Webinar is for your general
information and use only. It is subject to change at any time and without notice.
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• Environmental

ESG
•

Environmental

• Energy Efficiency
• Carbon Footprint
• Emissions
• Climate Change & Pollution Mitigation
• Waste Management
• Water Usage

• Social
•

Social

• Wages & Benefits
• Workplace & Board Diversity
• Pay Equity
• Human Rights

•

Governance

• Community Relations
• Privacy & Data Protection
• Health & Safety

• Governance
• Corporate Board Composition & Structure
• Strategic Sustainability Oversight & Compliance
• Executive Compensation
• Political Contributions & Lobbying
• Bribery & Corruption Policies

Above information from the Harvard Law School forum on corporate governance
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ESG and Water
We are just beginning – It’s here to Stay
Water Recycling
Advancing chemistry increases potential for water reuse
Preventing over treating and excess chemicals
Reducing disposal use and potential seismicity
Reduced stress on aquifers

Preventing Formation Damage
As produced water use in completions helps to minimize the
industry’s use of fresh water, it can also help to minimize
formation damage and maximize production. Nothing is more
compatible with the formation than the fluid that has resided
there for a millennium.

Reducing Carbon
Emissions - 2021
Eliminated 2 million truck
loads though pipeline
logistics solutions, reducing
emissions by more than
50,000 metric tons

Reducing Fresh Water
Reduced freshwater use by 10%
in 2021 with a goal to double
that number by 2025. 8.8 billion
gallons freshwater offset by
brackish and treated produced
water in 2021.
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Estimated Produced Water Recycled
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Water & Frac Chemistry
Yesterday

Today

•

Water was provided with the
specification required for downhole
chemistry to work effectively

•

Water of varying compositions
can be used for frac
operations

•

Water supplied for frac operations
needed to be freshwater or lower
TDS water with a high level of
treatment

•

Focus must be on water
chemistry and additive
selection that minimizes
formation damage and
maximizes production!
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Typical Produced Water Treatment & Recycling Specs

High-Spec Treatment

Mid-Spec Treatment

Low-Spec Treatment

TOG

mg/L

< 10

< 30

< 100

TSS

mg/L

< 50

< 200

< 1,000

Total Fe

mg/L

<5

< 10

n/a

H2 S

mg/L

ND

ND

ND

ORP

mv

> 300

> 150

>0

n/a

6-8

6-8

6-8

pg/ml

< 50

< 100

< 500

pH
Bacteria/ ATP

Typical processes

•

•

Oil/water
separation

•

Aggressive oxidation •

•

Filtration and/or
floculations

What’s missing here?

•

Oil/water
separation

•

Oil/water
separation

Mild oxidation

•

Minimum oxidation

Solid settlement

•

Specific process
tailored to the
needs
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Matching Complexity – Friction Reducers

A broad product
lineup is required
to match the everincreasing
complexity of
produced waters
by basin.
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Produced Water Treatment Guidelines
•

So many questions ???
•

How will the completion fluid interact
with the targeted formation?
•
•
•
•

Water sensitive clays?
Mineral scale compatibility issues?
Can selected additives cause damage?
Potential for non-soluble additives to be
left behind post-completion?

Source: combined internal data from Select Energy with various industry sources
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Potential Formation Damage
• Water-sensitive clays
• Smectite
• Illite
• Potential to swell / migrate when exposed to fresh

water
• Historical preventatives
•
•
•

Powdered KCl (2%, 4%)
Powdered NaCl (4%, 7%)
Both work by balancing monovalent cation charges
between the stimulation fluid and the clay particles

• Current Practice
• KCl-substitutes
•

Quaternary ammonium compounds
•
•

•
•

Tetramethyl ammonium chloride (TMAC)
Choline chloride

Work by coating the clay particles so as to prevent exchange of
monovalent cations / migration
Potential to be depleted as lead fluid moves through the formation
during the frac

Source: combined internal data from Select Energy with various industry sources. Images courtesy of the Mineralogical Society.
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Preventing Formation Damage
• Determining stimulation fluid effect on water sensitive clays
• CST (capillary suction time) tests
• Core testing (regain perm)

• CST testing

• Clay-containing intervals are selected from core analysis and samples taken
• Various completion fluids are passed through uniformly sized samples of the
pulverized formation rock
• Time for the completion fluid to pass through the rock samples is recorded.
• Fluids that react with clays in the rock take longer to pass through the test cell

• Regain perm testing

• Conventional formations – core plugs
• Unconventional formations – confined fracture or “cracked core” tests
• Either case – initial permeability established for core sample then several volumes
of completion fluid passed through the core sample.
• Permeability re-measured and compared to initial

• Solution – produced water as the base stimulation fluid

• Provides the benefit of powdered salt addition without the tremendous cost
• Will not deplete and become less effective as the stimulation fluid works its way
through the formation
• Both CST and regain perm demonstrate effectiveness
n disposal wells outside of the Delaware an
(1) d Midland basins

Source: combined internal data from Select Energy with various industry sources. Images courtesy of geomore.com and Analytical Instruments, CST times from a report by Candalab.
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Potential Formation Damage
• Historical – soluble/insoluble stimulation additives used

for viscosity
•
•
•

Polyacrylamide (friction reducer)
Guar (linear)
Guar (cross-linked)

• Oxidative breakers used to break viscosity
•
•

Ammonium persulfate
Sodium bromate

• Current practice - high viscosity friction reducers (HVFR)
•
•

Polyacrylamides
Some operators use oxidative breakers with HVFRs but many
don’t
•

•

Loading may effect decision to use breakers

Gummy Bears (semi-solid amalgams)
•

Result from incompatibility of FR with constituents in the base water

• Solution
•
•

Select additives that are soluble in the stimulation fluid with
particular attention to the constituents in the base water
Where a partially insoluble additive must be used for needed
viscosity, use an appropriate breaker

Source: combined internal data from Select Energy with various industry sources. Images courtesy of Rockwater and Millipore Sigma.
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Case Histories

• Utica Shale
• Marcellus Shale
• Powder River
Basin
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Case Study
Utica Formation
• Cores analysis indicated significant

quantities of Pyrite (FeS2)

• Cores exposed to completion fluid

containing only one additive at a
time and then the fluid analyzed for
any change in composition

• Exposing the core to a stimulation

fluid containing an oxidative
breaker resulted in >5,000 mg/l of
Pyrite releasing from the core into
the stimulation fluid
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Case Study – Marcellus Shale
• CST evaluations indicated minimal formation reaction with fresh

water
• KCl substitute dropped from completion fluids to save money
• No noticeable decrease in initial production rates seen after KCl
– substitutes removed
• As disposal options were limited, produced water added to
completion fluids
•

No impact seen on initial production rates

• 3 month project (look back) focused on comparing production

from wells completed with fresh water only versus fresh /
produced mix
• Extensive effort to locate wells capable of comparison
•

Like rock, same completion chemistry, same proppant loading, cluster
spacing, no KCl-sub used, etc.

• Conclusion
•

Wells that included produced water in the completion package were
found to
•
•
•

Have better cumulative production over same time spacing
Better decline curves
8% improvement in EUR

Photo courtesy of West Virginia Metro News
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Case Study
Powder River Basin
• IP not meeting expectations

• Water-sensitive clays suspected
• KCl substitute deemed insufficient

• Decision made to complete one well with 2%
KCl

• Required 7# powdered KCl per bbl of water
• 700,000#/100,000 bbl
• 1.75mm#/well

• Production improvement seen but total

expense of KCl an issue
• Regain perm core analysis (confined
fracture) showed using produced water to
provide same benefit as 2% KCl
• PW provided $400k savings per well over
powdered KCl while maintaining improved
production
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A Final Note
• 2019 – The Green New Deal
•
•

Co-sponsored by Congresswoman Ocasio-Cortez
and Senator Marke
Non-binding resolution to address the need to
drastically reduce GGE within the next 12 years

• October 2019 article by Roger Pielke, Jr.
•
•
•
•

Professor – University of Colorado Boulder
Article focused on what would it take to get to a
carbon neutral world
More realistic approach – goal of net-zero CO2
emissions by 2050, not 2031
Annual global energy demand from fossil fuels in
2018 – 11,743 million tons of oil equivalent
(mtoe)*.
•

•
•

Photo from independent.co.uk

One mtoe = 11,643 GWh

In Oct 2019, there were 11,051 days until 2050
With expected increase in global energy demand
during this period – 1.6 mtoe will need to be
replaced with renewable energy every day until
2050

*-BP Statistical Review of World Energy
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What Will That Require?
•
•
•
•

Turkey Point Nuclear Reactor
• Homestead, Florida
Annual power generation – 1 mtoe
Need three new Turkey Point nuclear
facilities every two days until 2050
We are currently ~1,500 nuclear power
plants behind schedule
Photo from Bechtel.com

Photo from opensourceinvestigations.com

Photo from themilleniumreport.com
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No Nuclear!
•

Wind turbines

• A 2.5 MW turbine will generate 7.6 GWh

/ year at the current 34.6% capacity
average
• The world will need to install 1,500 wind

turbines per day until 2050
• Currently, 1.5 million turbines behind
• But wait, the world is deploying turbines

and solar farms – are those being
included in these estimates?

Photo R. McCurdy 2021
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Global Renewable Growth
• How are we progressing?
•

•
•

Between 2020 & 2021, the world
added 256.7 GW of renewable energy
capacity
Energy is a function of capacity and
efficiency
Current calculated efficiencies:
•
•
•

•

Wind turbines – 34.6%
Solar – 25.7%
Hydroelectric – 90%

World added 94.1 GW of usable
renewable capacity between
2020/2021 or 824,316 GWh of energy

• This equates to 70.9 mtoe or 12% of

Source – International Renewable Energy Agency

the goal needed each year for net
zero by 2050
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Replacement Is Not The Full Story
• To protect our communities and the

global environment, we are going to
have to decommission the fossil fuel
infrastructure as we replace 1.6 mtoe
every day

Photo from hydrocarbonprocessing.com

• 1.6 mtoe = 10.7 MMbbl of oil
• 1.6 mtoe = 61.6 BCF of nat gas

Houstonpublicmedia.com

Photo from kyforward.com

Photo at right from inthydrocarbon.com
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